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1. Preface 

1.1 Purpose 

This guide provides the procedure for installation of Oracle Banking Microservices Architecture and 

related products including database creation and required schemas using the Installer. 

Note: For the exact version to be installed, refer to Tech Stack section of Release Notes. 

1.2 Audience 

This guide is intended for WebLogic admin or ops-web team who are responsible for installing the 
OFSS banking products. 

1.3 Acronyms and Abbreviations 

Following are some of the acronyms and abbreviations you are likely to find in the guide: 

Abbreviation  Description 

CMC Common Core 

OS Operating System 

SMS Security Management System 

VM Virtual Machine 

1.4 List of Topics 

Topic  Description 

Preface Provides information on the intended audience. It also lists the various 
chapters covered in this manual. 

Installation 
Overview 

This topic provides the overview about the Product Installation procedure. 

Database 
Installation 

This topic provides the information to install the database for product 
installation. 

Download and 
Setup Installer 

This topic provides the information to download and setup the installer. 

Foundation 
Setup 

This topic provides the systematic instruction to setup the Oracle Banking 
Microservices Platform Foundation. 
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Topic  Description 

Product Setup This topic provides the systematic instruction to setup the Product 
application. 

Miscellaneous 
Tasks 

This topic provides the information about the various miscellaneous tasks 
performed. 

1.5 Related Documents 

For information related to Installer, refer the following documentation: 

• Product Installation Guide 
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2. Installation Overview 

2.1 ECO System 

To run any Oracle Banking Microservices Architecture based product, the user needs to have 
Oracle Banking Microservices Architecture foundation installed in the ECO system and then the 
user can install your product in same or in different machine. The following diagram is 
representation of installed Oracle Banking Microservices Architecture ECO system. In a domain 
there will be one Admin server and there can be multiple managed servers to be used for load 
balancing of the services. 
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2.2 Oracle Banking Microservices Architecture Installation 

Typical Oracle Banking Microservices Architecture installation consists of the deployment of Plato, 
SMS, CMC, MOC, Party and Oracle Banking Routing Hub wars, there are separate managed 
servers under a domain where war are distributed for load balancing. Also, the Oracle Banking 
Microservices Architecture foundation server can have zookeeper, kafka on the same physical 
machine. The Eureka is also installed as part of foundation which helps service discovery. The 
following diagram is a representation of the Oracle Banking Microservices Architecture Foundation 
installation. 
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2.3 Product Installation 

Any Oracle Banking Microservices Architecture product installation can be visualized as like below 
diagram, it is assumed that you have existing Oracle Banking Microservices Architecture foundation 
and database installed and ready. You can then install your product on top of it. Many products can 
be installed in the same ECO system. 
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3. Database Installation 

3.1 Prerequisites 

Oracle Database needs to be installed and required schemas needs to be created before the 
installation. Database installation is not part of the installer. 

Refer to the Product Installation Guide to create the database schemas. 
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4. Download and Setup Installer 

4.1 Download Installer 

The installer is available in OSDC zip of each product. 

Perform the below steps to download the installer. 

1. Launch putty and login to the VM (where the installation is planned) with OS user. 

2. Create a directory obma_installer in /scratch 

mkdir -p /scratch/obma_installer ; chmod 755 /scratch/obma_installer 

3. Navigate to the new directory obma_installer 

cd /scratch/obma_installer/ 

4. Download the installer zip file from the product OSDC zip to obma_installer directory. 

5. Unzip installer zip file by executing the below command 

unzip <product zip file> 

4.2 Installer Folder Structure 

Post unzip of the installer file, the following directories will be displayed. 

• deployables - contains sub-directories apps and properties.  

➢ The apps directory contains the various product wise directories where the 
applications or the wars files will be located for deployment. Please note, these files 
should be downloaded to the respective product directories from the artifactory path 
before starting the installation. 

• softwares - contains the various software's required during the installation, like, java, 
weblogic, kafka, zookeeper, etc. 

• chef-repo - contains various subdirectories, properties files, scripts etc., which are required 
for the installation. 

The same is depicted in the below diagram along with their sub-directories. 
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Installer Folder Structure 

 

Note: For each product, the applicable folders are displayed in the respective directories. 
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4.3 Download Applications (Domains) Related War Files 

Before performing installation, copy the WAR file from the respective artifactory path to respective 
folders in the below mentioned folder structure. 

/scratch/obma_installer/deployables/apps 

Note: Installer will not check the presence of files in the respective directories before installation. 
The user needs to ensure all the required files with correct version are available in the respective 
directory for the product. 

4.4 Download Softwares 

Before performing installation, copy the required software's to respective folders in the below 
mentioned folder structure.  

/scratch/obma_installer/deployables/softwares 

Note: Installer will not check presence of software files in the respective directories before 
installation. The user needs to ensure all the required software files with correct version are 
available in the respective directory for the product. 

4.5 Install the Oracle Replacement Configurator 

1. Launch putty and login with the root user. 

2. Navigate to the chef repo path: cd /scratch/obma_installer/chef-repo 

3. Verify the version of Oracle Replacement Configurator installed in the VM by executing the 
command chef-solo --version 

4. If the VM has older version of chef or Oracle Replacement Configurator, then remove the 
same by executing the command yum remove orc-infra-<version_no.> 

Alternatively, in case of chef solo installation, remove the same by executing the command 

yum remove chef-* 

5. Install the new version of Oracle Replacement Configurator by executing the 
install_orc.sh script, and the command for the same is ./install_orc.sh 

6. Verify the version as mentioned in the Step 3. 
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5. Foundation Setup 

Post completion of Download and Setup Installer tasks for VM identified for Foundation Setup, 
perform the below mentioned configurations. 

5.1 Update Properties File 

1. Launch WinSCP and login to Foundation VM with OS User (eg.: ofssobp) 

2. Navigate to the path /scratch/obma_installer/chef-repo/ and update the file 
"obma_properties.rb" with the below details, 

a. Update the local user and its group. 

 

b. Verify the version of java, update if required, and ensure the same version is available in 
the software's directory. 

 

c. If the zookeeper installation will be done in the same foundation VM, then, update the 
hostname. 

d. Verify the version of the zookeeper installable, update if required, and ensure the same 
version is available in the software’s directory. 
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e. If kafka installation will be done in the same foundation VM, then update the hostname. 

f. Verify the version of the kafka installable, update if required, and ensure the same 
version is available in the software's directory. 

 

g. Verify the version of Tesseract installable, update if required, and ensure the same 
version is available in the software's directory. 

 

h. Update hostname for LDAP configuration. 
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i. Verify the version of weblogic server, update if required, and ensure the same version is 
available in the software's directory. 

 

j. Update the hostname for plato configuration. 

   

k. Update flyway domain locations i.e., update the details of domain locations for all the 
products that are considered for installation. 

 

l. The default servers and their respective ports are already defined. Any new addition of 
server details needs to be appended here under “#Product specific Weblogic Server 
runtime parameters”. 

 

m. The default datasources are already defined. Any new addition of datasource needs to 
be appended here under “#PLATO ComonCore, SMS and Midoffice Datasource and 
Datasource target details” 
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Note: The password for all the default schema's is "welcome1". In case there is change in the 
password for the schemas, user needs to update the same in databag. Refer Password Update in 
Databag section for more details. 

n. Update database details under “#Database details for weblogic datasource 
configuration” 

 

o. Also, there are attributes and values related to individual products. Verify the details for 
your product/s, and in case, any changes to the default values are required, update 
accordingly.  

Note: The below snapshot from Oracle Banking Cash Management product for reference. 
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5.2 Update Roles File 

Navigate to the path /scratch/obma_installer/chef-repo/roles/ and update the file 
"obma_mw.rb" with the below details, 

a. In case of addition or changes to the existing kafka topics, modify the same under 
“topics”. 

 

b. In case of addition or changes to the existing cluster configuration, modify the same 
under “cluster_config”. 
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c. In case of addition or changes to the existing data source configuration, modify the same 
under “datasource_config”. 
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d. In case of addition or changes to the existing services or war files, modify the same under 
“app_deployment”. 
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e. Set the respective product installation as true, which will be configured as part of this 
Oracle Banking Microservices Architecture Environment Setup activity i.e. if “OBCFPM” 
will be installed, set the attribute “is_obcfpm_installation” to true. 
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f. Similarly, set all the other product installation to true, if the same will be configured as 
part of the environment setup, else set the same as false. 
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g. Navigate to the bottom of the file and verify the recipes to be executed. All the listed 
recipes will be executed in sequential order as shown below.  

 

Note: Remove the user_creation and ulimit recipes from the above list since it is used for internal 
purpose only. 
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5.3 Execute Installer Script 

1. Launch putty and login to foundation VM with NIS user (eg.: dkarkera) and then switch to root 
user. 

2. Navigate to the chef-repo path by executing the command,  

cd /scratch/obma_installer/chef-repo 

3. Execute the installer script by executing the command ./obma_installer.sh 

4. This will perform the silent installation of Oracle Banking Microservices Architecture 
foundation. 
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6. Product Setup 

Post completion of Download and Setup Installer tasks for VM identified for Product Setup, 
perform the below mentioned configurations. 

Note: Oracle Banking Origination product is used as reference for understanding purpose. 

6.1 Update Properties File 

• Navigate to the path /scratch/obma_installer/chef-repo/  

• Open the respective product properties file. Here we will update "obo_properties.rb" with 
the below details, 

a. Update the local user and its group. 

 

b. Verify the version of java, update if required, and ensure the same version is available in 
the software's directory. 

 

c. Verify the version of weblogic server, update if required, and ensure the same version is 
available in the software's directory. 

 

d. Update the Product setup hostname and verify various ports, and update if required. 
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e. For the respective product, the default servers and their ports are already defined. Any 
new addition of server or datasource details needs to be appended here under respective 
product “Flyway configuration details” 

Note: Snapshot of Oracle Banking Origination FLYWAY Configuration Details is given for 
reference.  

 

Note: The password for all the default schema's is "welcome1". In case there is change in the 
password for the schemas, user needs to update the same in databag. Refer Password Update in 
Databag section for more details. 

f. Update the database details under “#Database details for weblogic datasource 
configuration”. 
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6.2 Update Roles File 

Navigate to the path /scratch/obma_installer/chef-repo/roles/ and open the respective product 
role file. Here we will consider "obo_mw.rb" for reference. 

a. In case of addition or changes to the existing cluster configuration, modify the same 
under “cluster_config”. 

 

b. In case of addition or changes to the existing data source configuration, modify the same 
under “datasource_config”. 
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c. In case of addition or changes to the existing services or war files, modify the same under 
“app_deployment”. 
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d. Navigate to the bottom of the file and verify the recipes to be executed. All the listed 
recipes will be executed in sequential order as shown below.   

 

Note: Remove the user_creation and ulimit recipes from the above list since it is used for internal 
purpose only. 
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6.3 Execute Installer Script 

1. Launch putty and login to product VM with NIS user (eg.: dkarkera) and then switch to root 
user. 

2. Navigate to the chef-repo path by executing the command, cd 
/scratch/obma_installer/chef-repo 

3. Execute the installer script by executing the command ./obo_installer.sh 

4. This will perform the silent installation of Oracle Banking Origination product. 

Note: 

The above steps remain the same for all the other products 

If the Foundation and Product setups are in two different VM's, then the Certificate syncup between 
these VM's needs to be performed before the deployment activity.  

Refer to Certificate Sync Up between Foundation and Product VMs section for more details. 
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7. Miscellaneous Tasks 

7.1 Password Update in Databag 

1. Launch putty and login to product VM with NIS user (eg.: dkarkera) and then switch to root 
user 

2. Navigate to the “chef-repo” directory by executing the command, cd 
/scratch/obma_installer/chef-repo 

3. Set the required editor by executing the command, export EDITOR=vim 

4. Execute the below command to open the databag file in edit mode, knife data bag edit --
local-mode <databag_sub_directory> <datasource_credential_json_file> --secret-file 
<secret_key_path> 

Attribute Name Attribute Description 

databag_sub_directory 

Name of sub directory where the datasource credential json 
file is located inside databag directory 

Example: obma_weblogic, obma_java, obma_kafka etc 

datasource_credential_json_file 

Name of the datasource credential json file where all the 
credential related to respective product is listed 

Example: datasourceCred_obo, datasourceCred_obca, etc 

Note: Here mention the filename without the.json 
extension 

secret_key_path 

Location to the secret key 

Example: /scratch/obma_installer_ssl/chef-
repo/secrets/secret_key 

Example: 

knife data bag edit --local-mode obma_weblogic datasourceCred_obvam --secret-file 
/scratch/obma_installer/chef-repo/secrets/secret_key 
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5. Post updating the credential file, Click Save and Close. 

7.2 Certificate Sync Up between Foundation and Product VMs 

1. Launch putty and login to the foundation VM with OS user (i.e. ofssobp) 

2. Navigate to certificate directory by executing the command cd /scratch/ssl/cacerts 

3. Copy the certificate file of foundation VM to Product VM by executing the command  

scp -r <cert_foundation> 
<credential_of_product>@<ip_product>:<cert_path_product> 

Attribute Name Attribute Description 

cert_foundation 
Certificate of Foundation VM 

Example: whf00map.crt 

credential_of_product 
OS user of Product VM 

Example: ofssobp 

ip_product 
IP or Hostname of Product VM 

Example: 10.40.73.66 

cert_path_product 
Product Certificate Path 

Example: /scratch/ssl/cacerts 

Example: scp -r whf00map.crt ofssobp@10.40.89.28:/scratch/ssl/cacerts 

4. Launch new putty session and login to product VM with OS user (i.e. ofssobp) 

5. Navigate to the certificate path by executing the command, cd /scratch/ssl/cacerts 

6. Sync the certificate of foundation VM by executing the command  

scp -r <cert_product> 
<credential_of_foundation>@<ip_foundation>:<cert_path_foundation> 
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Attribute Name Attribute Description 

cert_path_foundation 
Foundation Certificate Path 

Example: /scratch/ssl/cacerts 

cert_product 
Certificate of product VM  

Example: whf00gbl.crt 

credential_of_foundation 
OS user of foundationVM 

Example: ofssobp 

ip_foundation 
IP or Hostname of foundation VM 

Example: 10.40.73.66 

Example: scp -r whf00gbl.crt ofssobp@10.40.73.66:/scratch/ssl/cacerts 

7. In product VM, navigate to the certificate path by executing the command,  

cd /scratch/ssl/cacerts 

8. Sync the certificate of foundation VM by executing the command  

/scratch/obma/jdk-11.0.14/bin/keytool -import -v -trustcacerts -alias selfsigned6 -file 
<cert_foundation> -keystore <trust_certificate_product> --storepass welcome1 -
noprompt 

Attribute Name Attribute Description 

cert_foundation 
Certificate of foundation VM 

Example: whf00gbl.crt 

trust_certificate_product 
Trust certificate of product VM  

Example: whf00map.in.oracle.com_trust.jks 

Example: /scratch/obma/jdk-11.0.14/bin/keytool -import -v -trustcacerts -alias selfsigned6 -
file whf00gbl.crt -keystore whf00map.in.oracle.com_trust.jks --storepass welcome1 -
noprompt 

9. Now, switch to foundation VM putty session and navigate to the certificate path by executing 
the command, cd /scratch/ssl/cacerts 

10. Sync the certificate of product VM by executing the command  

/scratch/obma/jdk-11.0.14/bin/keytool -import -v -trustcacerts -alias selfsigned6 -file 
<cert_product> -keystore <trust_certificate_foundation> --storepass welcome1 -
noprompt 

Attribute Name Attribute Description 

cert_product 
Certificate of product VM 

Example: whf00map.crt 

trust_certificate_foundation 
Trust certificate of foundation VM  

Example: whf00gbl.in.oracle.com_trust.jks 
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Example: /scratch/obma/jdk-11.0.14/bin/keytool -import -v -trustcacerts -alias selfsigned6 -
file whf00map.crt -keystore whf00gbl.in.oracle.com_trust.jks --storepass welcome1 -
noprompt 

11. Post Syncup, launch the browser and login to Admin Console of Foundation setup. 

12. Navigate to Servers and then click on Control tab. 

13. Select all the servers and Click Restart SSL button. 

 

All the selected servers are restarted. 

14. Repeat the steps 11 to 13 in Admin Console of Product VM. 

15. This concludes the certificate sync up activity. 


